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 PRIVACY: ITS MEANING AND VALUE

 Adam D. Moore

 Introduction

 J3 odily privacy, understood as a right to
 control access to one's body, capacities,
 and powers, is one of our most cherished
 rights?a right enshrined in law and no?
 tions of common morality. Informational
 privacy, on the other hand, has yet to at?
 tain such a loftily status. As rational project
 pursuers, who operate and flourish in a
 world of material objects it is our ability
 to control patterns of association and dis
 association with our fellows that afford
 each of us the room to become distinct in?

 dividuals. Privacy, whether physical or in?
 formational, is valuable for beings like us.
 Establishing the truth this claim will be the
 primary focus of this article. Providing rea?
 sons, evidence, and support for this claim
 will take us into the historical and cultural

 dimensions of privacy.
 The boundary of privacy varies across

 cultures and species. Nevertheless there is
 a near universal need for seclusion or sepa?
 ration at different times for humans as well

 as non-human animals. As we shall see,
 populations that fail to achieve a minimum
 level of privacy for individual members,
 self-destruct in various ways. Before ar?
 guing for the claim that privacy is a neces?
 sity for beings like us we must first clarify

 the notion of privacy?alas there are nu?
 merous competing conceptions of privacy.

 Defining Privacy1

 Privacy has been defined in many ways
 over the last century. Warren and Brandeis
 called it "the right to be let alone".2 Pound
 and Freund have defined privacy in terms
 of an extension of personality or person
 hood.3 Westin and others including myself
 have cashed out privacy in terms of infor?
 mation control.4 Still others have insisted

 that privacy consists of a form of autonomy
 over personal matters.5 Parent offers a
 purely descriptive account of privacy?
 "Privacy is the condition of not having
 undocumented personal knowledge about
 one possessed by others."6 Finally, with all
 of these competing conceptions of privacy
 some have argued that there is no overarch?
 ing concept of privacy but rather several
 distinct core notions that have been lumped
 together.
 Legal scholar William Prosser sepa?

 rated privacy cases into four distinct but
 related torts.

 Intrusion: Intruding (physically or other?
 wise) upon the solitude of another in a highly
 offensive manner. For example, a woman
 sick in the hospital with a rare disease refuses
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 a reporter's request for a photograph and
 interview. The reporter photographs her any?
 way, over her objection.

 Private facts: Publicizing highly offensive
 private information about someone which is
 not of legitimate concern to the public. For
 example, photographs of an undistinguished
 and wholly private hardware merchant car?
 rying on an adulterous affair in a hotel room
 are published in a magazine.

 False light: Publicizing a highly offensive
 and false impression of another. For ex?
 ample, a taxi driver's photograph is used to
 illustrate a newspaper article on cabdrivers
 who cheat the public when the driver in the
 photo is not, in fact, a cheat.

 Appropriation: Using another's name or like?
 ness for some advantage without the other's
 consent. For example, a photograph of a fa?
 mous actress is used without her consent to

 advertise a product.7

 What binds these seemingly disparate cases
 under the heading "privacy invasions" is
 that they each concern access and personal
 information control. And while there may
 be other morally objectionable facets to
 these cases, for example the taxi driver case

 may also be objectionable on grounds of
 defamation, there is arguably privacy in?
 terests at stake as well.

 As noted in the opening paragraph, a
 "control" based definition of privacy will
 be explicated and defended?privacy has
 to do with control over access to oneself
 and to information about oneself.8 Richard
 Parker writes:

 privacy is control over when and by whom
 the various parts of us can be sensed by oth?
 ers. By "sensed," is meant simply seen,
 heard, touched, smelled, or tasted. By "parts
 of us," is meant the part of our bodies, our
 voices, and the products of our bodies. "Parts
 of us" also includes objects very closely as?
 sociated with us. By "closely associated" is

 meant primarily what is spatially associated.

 The objects which are "parts of us" are ob?
 jects we usually keep with us or locked up
 in a place accessible only to us.9

 One feature of such a conception is that it
 can incorporate much of the aforemen?
 tioned definitions. Controlling access to
 ourselves affords individuals the space to
 develop themselves as they see fit. Such
 control yields room to grow personally
 while maintaining autonomy over the
 course and direction of one's life.
 William Parent has attacked "control"

 definitions of privacy arguing,

 All of these definitions should be jettisoned.
 To see why, consider the example of a per?
 son who voluntarily divulges all sorts of
 intimate, personal, and undocumented infor?

 mation about himself to a friend. She is
 doubtless exercising control. . . . But we
 would not and should not say that in doing
 so she is preserving or protecting her privacy.
 On the contrary, she is voluntarily relinquish?
 ing much of her privacy. People can and do
 choose to give up privacy for many reasons.
 An adequate conception of privacy must al?
 low for this fact. Control definitions do not.10

 Parent is quick to add in a footnote that those
 who defend a control definition of privacy
 might be worried about a right to privacy
 rather than the condition of privacy.11 He
 charged that if so they should have made
 this explicit and in any case are confusing a
 liberty right with a privacy right.
 Parent's charge, however, is anemic. On

 these grounds we could complain that con?
 trol definitions of property rights or life
 rights are similarly confused with liberty
 rights. Following Hohfeld and others, the
 root idea of a "right" can be expressed as
 follows:

 To say someone has a right is to say that there
 exists a state of affairs in which one person
 (the right-holder) has a claim on act or for?
 bearance from another person (the duty-bearer)
 in the sense that, should the claim be exercised
 or in force, and the act or forbearance not be
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 done, it would be justifiable, other things
 being equal, to use coercive measures to ex?
 tract either the performance required or com?
 pensation in lieu of that performance.12

 This broad characterization holds of both

 moral rights and legal rights. For example
 property is a bundle of rights associated
 with an owner's relation to a thing where
 each right in the bundle is distinct.13 More?
 over rights are not free floating moral en?
 tities?rather, they are complex sets of
 claims, duties, obligations, powers, and
 immunities. Some have argued that if this
 is the case, then we should dispense with
 talk of rights and merely talk of duties,
 obligations, and claims. We could do this
 but then tedium also has costs and there is

 nothing wrong with talking in terms of
 rights so long as we do not lose sight of
 the fact that they are conceptually complex.
 Frederick Davis has argued that privacy

 rights reflect more fundamental rights and
 are thus derivative.

 If truly fundamental interests are accorded
 the protection they deserve, no need to cham?
 pion a right to privacy arises. Invasion of
 privacy is, in reality, a complex of more fun?
 damental wrongs. Similarly, the individual's
 interest in privacy itself, however real, is
 derivative and a state better vouchsafed by
 protecting more immediate rights.14

 While essentially correct it would not fol?
 low that we should do away with the cat?
 egory of privacy rights?the cluster of
 rights that comprise privacy may find their
 roots in property or liberty yet still mark
 out a distinct kind. Moreover, if all rights
 are nothing more than sets of obligations,
 powers, duties, and immunities it would not
 automatically follow that we should dis?
 pense with talk of rights and frame our
 moral discourse in these more basic terms.15

 Returning to Parent's attack on control
 definitions, it should be clear that his worry
 is based on an overly simplistic account of
 rights. Ginger's property right to a Louisville

 slugger yields her a particular sort of con?
 trol over the baseball bat in question. It also
 justifiably limits the liberty of everyone
 else?they cannot interfere with Ginger's
 control of the bat without her consent. A

 liberty right is not a freedom to do what?
 ever one likes?it is not a license. Liberty
 rights, like property rights, are limited by
 the rights of others. It is within these
 boundaries that we are free to order our
 lives as we see fit. In the most basic terms,

 rights, liberty, and control, come bundled
 together.
 Parent offers the following definition for

 privacy. "Privacy is the condition of not
 having undocumented personal knowledge
 about one possessed by others."16 On this
 account Ginger's privacy is diminished
 when Fred or others possess undocumented
 personal information about her. For Par?
 ent, documented information is informa?
 tion that is available via the public
 record?e.g., information found in news?
 papers, court proceedings, published biog?
 raphies, and other documents open to
 public inspection.

 The problem with this definition is that
 it leaves the notion of privacy dependent
 upon what a society or culture takes as
 documentation and what information is
 available via the public record. Parent acts
 as if undocumented information is private
 while documented information is not, and
 this is the end of the matter. But surely the
 secret shared between family members is
 private in one sense and not in another. To
 take different case, consider someone
 walking in a public park. There is almost
 no limit to the kinds of information that

 can be acquired from this public display.
 One's image, height, weight, eye color,
 approximate age, and general physical abili?
 ties are all readily available. Moreover, bio?
 logical matter will also be left in the public
 domain?strands of hair and the like may
 be left behind. Since this matter, and the
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 information contained within, is publicly
 available it would seem that all of one's
 genetic profile is not private information.

 Furthermore, what is publicly available
 information is dependent upon technology.
 Telescopes, listening devices, heat imag?
 ing sensors, and the like, open up what

 most would consider private domains for
 public consumption. What we are worried
 about is what should be considered a "pri?
 vate affair"?something that is no one
 else's business. Parent's conception of pri?
 vacy is not sensitive to these concerns.

 Like Parent, Judith Jarvis Thomson finds

 "control" based definitions of privacy puz?
 zling. She argues that a loss of control does
 not always mean that we have lost privacy.
 "If my neighbor invents an X-ray device
 which enables him to look through walls,
 then I should imagine I thereby lose con?
 trol over who can look at me: going home
 and closing the doors no longer suffices to
 prevent others from doing so. But my right
 to privacy is not violated until my neigh?
 bor actually does train the device on the
 wall of my house."17

 But surely control based definitions of
 privacy do not fall pray to Thomson's
 charge?control over access comes at dif?
 ferent levels. Thomson's case suggests that
 "control" is lost without a loss of privacy.
 This is only true if we construe "control"
 in a general way. If defined narrowly?say
 over each instance?her case falls apart.
 A right to privacy can be understood as

 a right to maintain a certain level of con?
 trol over the inner spheres of personal in?
 formation and access to one's body,
 capacities, and powers. It is a right to limit
 public access to oneself and to informa?
 tion about oneself. For example, suppose
 that Ginger wears a glove because she is
 ashamed of a scar on her hand. If Fred were

 to snatch the glove away he would not only
 be violating her right to property?alas the
 glove is Ginger's to control?Fred would

 also violate her right to privacy; a right to
 restrict access to information about the scar

 on her hand. Similarly, if Fred were to fo?
 cus his X-ray camera on Ginger's hand,
 take a picture of the scar through the glove,
 and then publish the photograph widely, he
 would violate a right to privacy.

 Privacy Rights and Property Rights

 An interesting question to consider is
 how does a control definition of privacy
 distinguish these rights from property
 claims. If property rights are essentially
 about control and privacy rights are as well,
 then maybe privacy rights are simply a
 special form of property rights.18 It is ob?
 vious that property may come in several
 forms. Intellectual property is generally
 characterized as non-physical property
 where owner's rights surround control of
 physical manifestations or tokens of some
 abstract idea or type. Ideas or collections
 of ideas are readily understood in terms of
 non-physical types, while the physical
 manifestations of ideas can be modeled in
 terms of tokens. Intellectual property rights
 surround control of physical tokens, and
 this control protects rights to types or ab?
 stract ideas. For example, the ownership
 of Windows grants Microsoft a level of
 control over every physical embodiment of
 a certain kind?over every token of the type.

 Privacy may be understood as a right to
 control both tokens and types. In terms of
 tokens, privacy yields control over access
 to one's body, capacities, and powers. A
 privacy right in this sense is a right to con?
 trol access to a specific token or object. In
 Prosser's terminology, intrusions would
 violate rights to control access to a spe?
 cific object. But we may also control ac?
 cess to sensitive personal information
 about ourselves. In this sense a privacy
 right affords control over types or ideas.
 For example when a rape victim suppresses
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 the dissemination of sensitive personal in?
 formation about herself, she is exercising
 a right to control a set of ideas no matter
 what form they take. It matters not if the
 information in question is written, re?
 corded, spoken, or fixed in some other
 fashion. Again, taking up Prosser's catego?
 ries, publishing private facts, putting some?
 one in a false light, or appropriating
 someone's image or style would violate a
 right to control an entire class of ideas.
 While privacy rights may simply be noth?
 ing more than a special kind of property
 claim it is nonetheless advantageous to re?
 tain the category as we do with intellec?
 tual property. If correct, privacy rights
 include claims to types and tokens. This
 fact alone marks a significant category
 even if it is a category that falls under the
 umbrella of property rights.

 But what of the following worry intro?
 duced by Thomas Scanlon?19 Imagine a
 case where Crusoe uses an X-ray device
 to examine an item locked away in Friday's
 safe. Given that the item in Friday's safe

 may belong to someone else or to no one,
 Scanlon believes that the right violated in
 this case is not based on ownership. Some
 kind of wrongful intrusion has occurred
 independent of ownership and so notions
 of ownership and privacy pull apart in this
 case. Scanlon adds:

 Suppose, for example, that each person was
 assigned a plot in the common field to use
 as a place to bury valuables. Then anyone
 who . . . [X-rayed] . . . my plot without spe?
 cial authority would violate a right of mine.
 . . . For us, ownership is relevant in deter?

 mining the boundaries of our zone of privacy,
 but its relevance is determined by norms
 whose basis lies in our interest in privacy,
 not in the notion of ownership."20

 Assuming, however, that privacy rights
 are rights to control types or tokens these
 examples do not undermine a control
 based view of privacy or that privacy and

 ownership come bundled together. If the ob?
 ject or objects were unowned?assuming
 that the safe and the plot of land are un?
 owned as well?then there would be no pri?
 vacy invasion. Imagine that the object was
 a painting of a sunset painted by some long
 dead artist who gave the work to all of hu?
 mankind. On the other hand, if we assume
 that the safe and the plot are owned, then
 wrongness can be found in interfering with
 the control conferred by ownership.21
 Scanlon may reply by arguing that the

 wrongness is found when someone unjus?
 tifiably intrudes and obtains knowledge
 about someone else?say Crusoe finds out,
 by using an X-ray device, that Friday is
 keeping an unowned item in a safe. Such a
 reply, however, would seem to support a
 control based definition of privacy. The
 wrongness in this case lies in the fact that
 Friday has a right to control access to cer?
 tain kinds of information and Crusoe has
 violated this control.

 In contrast to a right to privacy it may
 also be helpful to define what some have
 called a condition of privacy.22 Here we are
 trying to be descriptive rather than norma?
 tive. Weinstein provides a useful starting
 point. "If the condition is entered involun?
 tarily, it is isolation when a matter of cir?
 cumstance and ostracism when a result of
 the choice of others. Either isolation or
 ostracism may become loneliness when
 accompanied by a desire for communica?
 tion."23 Privacy, on the other hand, is a con?
 dition of voluntary seclusion or walling off.
 The condition obtains when an individual

 freely separates herself from her peers and
 restricts access. For those entities that lack

 freewill we may talk of separation rather
 than privacy.

 The Value of Privacy24

 Turning now to the primary focus of this
 article it will be argued that privacy rights
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 are necessary for human well-being or
 flourishing. Drawing on the results of nu?
 merous animal and cultural studies a case

 will slowly be built to support this claim.
 While privacy rights may entail obliga?
 tions and claims against others?obliga?
 tions and claims that are beyond the
 capacities of most non-human animals?a
 case can still be offered in support of the
 claim that separation is valuable for ani?
 mals. Although privacy may be linked to
 freewill, the need for separation provides
 an evolutionary first step. Somewhere in
 our past, nature selected for an entity with
 the capacity to choose between alterna?
 tives. It is this capacity of freewill that
 changes mere separation into privacy.
 Alan Westin, in Privacy and Freedom,

 notes,

 One basic finding of animal studies is that
 virtually all animals seek periods of indi?
 vidual seclusion of small-group intimacy.
 This is usually described as the tendency
 toward territoriality, in which an organism
 lays private claim to an area of land, water,
 or air and defends it against intrusion by
 members of its own species.25

 More important for our purposes are the
 ecological studies demonstrating that the
 lack of private space due to overpopula?
 tion and the like will threaten survival. In
 such conditions animals may kill each other
 or engage in suicidal reductions of the
 population. Lemmings may march into the
 sea or there may be what is called a "bio?
 chemical die-off." Christian, Flyger, and
 Davis' study of a herd of Sika deer illus?
 trates the point.

 Mortality evidently resulted from shock fol?
 lowing sever metabolic disturbance, prob?
 ably as a result of prolonged adrenocortical
 hyperactivity, judging from the historical
 material. There was no evidence of infection,

 starvation, or other obvious cause to explain
 the mass mortality.26

 In this case the inability to separate from
 other members of the same species appar?
 ently caused a die-off so that herd num?
 bers could accommodate separation.

 Calhoun notes that experiments with rats
 and spacing in cages show that a certain
 level of separation is necessary for the spe?
 cies. The lack of separation leads to the
 disruption of social relationships and in?
 creases of disease, high blood pressure, and
 heart failure. Calhoun allowed Norway
 rats, which were amply fed, to breed freely
 in a quarter-acre pen. Their number stabi?
 lized at 150 and never exceeded 200.27 With

 a population of 150, fighting became so
 disruptive to normal maternal care that only
 a few of the young survived. If placed in
 pens, the same area could support 5,000
 rats.28 Moreover these results hold across

 a wide range of species supporting the con?
 tention that separation, like food and wa?
 ter, is a necessity of life.29

 If it is plausible to maintain that humans
 evolved from non-human animals, then it
 is also plausible that we may retain many
 of the same traits. The question now be?
 comes, is separation a necessity for well
 being and is it found in human cultures? If
 so, like other basic requirements for liv?
 ing, we may plausibly conclude that pri?
 vacy is valuable.

 The Cultural Roots of Privacy

 One could argue that privacy is a cultural
 phenomena and its form or content depends
 on customs and social practices.30 Indepen?
 dent of society?when we are by our?
 selves?there is no need for privacy. Thus
 there is nothing inherent in human nature
 that makes privacy valuable for all humans.
 This view is shown to be suspect as soon
 as it is admitted that we are, by nature,
 social animals. We need companionship
 and intellectual stimulation as much as
 food and shelter. Quoting Westin "the work
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 of leading scientists such as Darling,
 Fisher, and Wynne-Edwards shows that it
 is not security per se that brings animals
 of the same species together, but a desire
 for stimulation of their fellows."31 Alas, if

 we were something other than we are, then
 privacy may be a non-issue.32
 While it may be possible via environmen?
 tal and genetic manipulation to change
 human nature in radical ways it does not
 follow that privacy is irrelevant. For those
 future relatives of ours, privacy may not
 be important. But surely this would not
 undermine the position that privacy is valu?
 able for beings like us nor would it under?
 mine the view that there is a determinant

 nature in question.
 To continue, of the thousands of cultures

 studied there are a rare few that appear to
 contain no privacy. The Tikopia of Poly?
 nesia, Thlinget Indians of North America,
 Java of Indonesia, as well as a few others,
 have cultural systems that appear to leave
 everything open for public consumption.
 These are important cases because indi?
 viduals in such societies may flourish in
 the absence of privacy?if true, we will
 have found a telling counterexample to the
 claim that privacy is necessary for human
 flourishing.

 Before more closely examining these
 cases, it should be noted that one avenue
 of response would be to further relativize
 the central claim about privacy. Rather than

 maintaining that privacy is a necessary
 condition for human well-being full stop,
 the claim could be weakened to include
 only advanced cultures or societies that
 have moved beyond hunter gatherer or
 purely agricultural models. Such a restric?
 tion is not necessary, however, because while
 privacy may take many forms it appears ev?
 erywhere. Consider the following cases.

 Tikopia of Polynesia ... the Tikopia help the
 self to be continuous with its society_They
 find it good to sleep side by side crowding

 each other, next to their children or their
 parents or their brothers and sisters, mixing
 sexes and generations; and if a widow finds
 herself alone in her one-room house she may
 adopt a child or a brother to allay her intol?
 erable privacy. . . .

 Work among the Tikopia is also so?
 cially conceived and structured; and if a man
 has to work alone, he will probably try to
 take a little child along.33

 Thlinget Indians of North America. There are
 no skeletons tucked away in native families,
 for the acts of one are familiar to all of the

 others. Privacy is hardly known among them.
 It cannot be maintained very well under their
 system of living, with families bunched to?
 gether. .. . The Thlinget's bump of curiosity
 is well developed and anything out of the
 ordinary, as an accident, a birth, a death or a
 quarrel, never fails to draw a crowd_They
 walk in and out of one another's homes with?

 out knocking on the door. A woman may be
 in the very act of changing her garments
 when Mr. Quakish steps in unannounced to
 visit her husband. This does not embarrass

 her in the least. She proceeds as if no one
 had called.34

 Java of Indonesia. In Java people live in
 small, bamboo-walled houses. . . . [T]here
 are no fences around them . . . and no doors.

 Within the house people wander freely just
 about any place any time, and even outsid?
 ers wander in fairly freely almost any time
 during the day and early evening. In brief,
 privacy in our terms is about as close to non?
 existent as it can get. . . . Except for the
 bathing enclosure (where people change
 their clothes) no place is really private.35

 Westin notes that these cases and others like

 them do not "prove that there are no uni?
 versal needs for privacy and no universal
 processes for adjusting the values of pri?
 vacy, disclosure, and surveillance within
 each society."36 The Java still have bathing
 enclosures, while the Thlingets and Tikopia
 hide behind psychological walls to ensure
 private domains. Like viewing a striper we
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 may see everything and nothing at all of the
 real person. Moreover, in each of these cul?
 tures there are time restrictions on access?

 for example, visiting someone in the middle
 of the night would be typically prohibited.
 Cultural universals have been found in

 every society that has been systematically
 studied.37 Based on the Human Relations

 Area Files at Yale University, Westin ar?
 gues that there are aspects of privacy
 found in every society?privacy is a cul?
 tural universal.38

 Barry Schwartz, in an important article
 dealing with the social psychology of pri?
 vacy, provides interesting clues as to why
 privacy is universal.39 According to Schwartz,
 privacy is group-preserving, maintains sta?
 tus divisions, allows for deviation, and sus?
 tains social establishments. As such,
 privacy may be woven into the fabric of
 human evolution.

 Privacy preserves groups by providing
 rules of engagement and disassociation. "If
 the distraction and relief of privacy were
 not available . . . the relationship would
 have to be terminated. . . ."40 Without pri?
 vacy or what may be called a dissociation
 ritual there could be no stable social rela?
 tion. As social animals we seek the com?

 pany of our fellows but at some point
 interaction becomes bothersome and there

 is a mutual agreement to separate. Thus
 having "good fences" would be necessary
 for having "good neighbors." James
 Rachels echoes this view:

 We now have an explanation of the value of
 privacy in ordinary situations in which we
 have nothing to hide. The explanation is that,
 even in the most common and unremarkable

 circumstances, we regulate our behavior ac?
 cording to the kinds of relationships we have
 with the people around us. If we cannot con?
 trol who has access to us, sometimes including
 and sometimes excluding various people, then
 we cannot control the patterns of behavior we
 need to adopt (this is one reason why privacy

 is an aspect of liberty) or the kinds of rela?
 tions with other people that we will have.41

 Schwartz also notes that privacy helps
 maintain status divisions within groups. A
 mark of status is a heightened level of ac?
 cess control. Enlisted men in the armed ser?

 vices have less privacy when compared to
 commissioned officers. Line level employ?
 ees work without doors or secretaries who

 screen access to them. Phyllis McGinley
 writes:

 The poor might have to huddle together in
 cities for need's sake, and the frontiersman
 cling to his neighbor for the sake of protec?
 tion. But in each civilization, as it advanced,
 those who could afford it chose the luxury
 of a withdrawing place. Egyptians planned
 vine-hung gardens, the Greeks had their por?
 ticos and seaside villas, the Romans put
 enclosures around their patios. . . . Privacy
 was considered as worth striving for as hall?
 marked silver or linen sheets for one's bed.42

 By protecting status divisions and deter?
 mining association and disassociation rules
 privacy has a stabilizing effect on groups
 or social orders. Privacy also protects and
 leaves room for deviation within groups.
 Via deviation and experiments in living
 new ideas are introduced into groups and,
 if good, are adopted.43

 Schwartz claims that privacy is built into
 the very fabric of social establishments.
 Doors, hallways, fences, window blinds,
 walls, and the like each serve to separate
 individuals at appropriate times from their
 peers. "The very act of placing a barrier
 between oneself and others is self-defin?

 ing, for withdrawal entails separation from
 a role and, tacitly, from an identity imposed
 upon oneself via that role."44

 Growing up can be understood as the
 building of a series of walls?the walls of
 privacy.45 Infants are without privacy. As
 infants grow into toddlers and begin to
 communicate with language they express
 wishes for separation at times. This process
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 continues as children grow into adults.46
 Toddlers and small children begin request?
 ing privacy as they start the process of self
 initiated development. More robust patterns
 of disassociation continue as children enter

 puberty. Finally as young adults emerge, the
 walls of privacy have hardened and access
 points are maintained vigorously.
 Could we imagine, however, a culture

 that flourishes without individuals attain?

 ing any measure of accomplishment, au?
 tonomy, understanding, deep personal
 relationships, or privacy? Alexander
 Rosenberg writes,

 For all their desirability, could a just society
 get along without intimacy, friendship, and
 love? We can perfectly well imagine a desert
 island society and a scenario of impeccable
 justice and moral probity in which the in?
 habitants have no interest in the sort of social

 relations that moral social psychologists ex?
 tol. . . . Alternatively, we can imagine a
 society replete with friendship, intimacy, and
 love, but without privacy.47

 We can indeed imagine some of these
 things as we can imagine evolved humans
 who do not need protein or water to sur?
 vive. Such entities would have different
 requirements for flourishing. It is arguably
 the case that we cannot imagine a society
 where friendship, intimacy, and love ob?
 tains but where privacy is non-existent. The
 very relation of association and disassocia?
 tion that comprise friendship, intimacy, and
 love is central to the notion of privacy. It
 would seem impossible to have an "inti?
 mate" relationship where there was also no
 control over access.

 Conclusion

 While privacy may be a cultural univer?
 sal necessary for the proper functioning of
 human beings, its form?the actual rules
 of association and disengagement?is cul?
 turally dependent.48 The kinds of privacy

 rules found in different cultures will be

 dependent on a host of variables including
 climate, religion, technological advance?
 ment, and political arrangements. As with
 the necessities of food, shelter, and educa?

 tion we should not jump to the conclusion
 that because the forms of privacy are cul?
 turally dependent that privacy is subjective
 "all the way down."

 In 1969 Edward Hall noted a link be?
 tween a lack of privacy and psychological
 and physical disorders in humans and non
 human animals.

 The disorders of Calhoun's overcrowded rats

 bear a striking resemblance to . . . Ameri?
 cans who live in densely packed urban
 conditions.... Chombart de Lau we has gath?
 ered data on French worker's families and

 has demonstrated a statistical relationship
 between crowded living conditions and
 physical and social pathology. In Manhattan
 Srole et al. showed that only 18% of the rep?
 resentative sample were free of emotional
 disorders while 23% were seriously dis?
 turbed or incapacitated.49

 These results are bolstered by numerous
 more recent studies.50

 Given all of this, one can, with great con?
 fidence claim that privacy is valuable for
 beings like us. The ability to regulate ac?
 cess to our bodies, capacities, and powers
 and to sensitive personal information is an
 essential part of human flourishing or well
 being. Modern surveillance techniques,
 data mining efforts, and media coverage
 are opening up private lives for public con?
 sumption. Technological advancements in

 monitoring and data acquisition are forc?
 ing us to rethink our views about the value
 of privacy. The unexamined life, as Socra?
 tes once said, is not worth living, but nei?
 ther is the life examined by police or
 corporations, or the life open to inspection
 by anyone for any reason.51

 University of Washington
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 NOTES

 A draft of this article was completed during a summer fellowship (2002) at the Social Philosophy
 and Policy Center, Bowling Green State University. The author would like to thank Fred D.

 Miller Jr., Travis Cook, Edward Feser, Richard Timberlake, and George Selgin for their sugges?
 tions and comments.
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